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Title: Norma Bubar collection of Kantaro Suzuki and Frederick T. Woodman photographs
Identifier/Call Number: 7046
Physical Description: 7 photographs
Date: circa 1919
Abstract: 7 photographs of Kantaro Suzuki and Frederick T. Woodman, circa 1919. The photographs were taken during and around the time of Admiral Suzuki's visit to Los Angeles. The collection includes 1 photograph of Mayor Woodman throwing a baseball, posing with a group of men, all dressed in civilian clothes (with the exception of the Mayor) holding rifles, the Mayor driving a car with 4 other men, some holding rifles (presumably a hunting trip?), Mayor Woodman shaking hands with Admiral Suzuki, and three photographs of a parade (Armistice Day?) in downtown Los Angeles.

Storage Unit: 1

Content Description
7 photographs of Japanese Admiral Count Kantaro Suzuki and Los Angeles Mayor Frederick T. Woodman, circa 1919. The photographs were taken during and around the time of Admiral Suzuki's visit to Los Angeles. The collection includes 1 photograph of Mayor Woodman throwing a baseball, posing with a group of men, all dressed in civilian clothes (with the exception of the Mayor) holding rifles, the Mayor driving a car with 4 other men, some holding rifles (presumably a hunting trip?), Mayor Woodman shaking hands with Admiral Suzuki, and three photographs of a parade (Armistice Day?) in downtown Los Angeles.

Conditions Governing Access
Advance notice required for access.

Conditions Governing Use
All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Manuscripts Librarian. Permission for publication is given on behalf of Special Collections as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained.

Preferred Citation
[Box/folder no. or item name], Norma Bubar collection of Kantaro Suzuki and Frederick T. Woodman photographs, Collection no. 7046, Regional History Collection, Special Collections, USC Libraries, University of Southern California

Immediate Source of Acquisition
Gift of Norma Bubar, June 8, 2017.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Los Angeles (Calif.) -- History -- Photographs
Photographs
Suzuki, Kantarō, 1868-1948 -- Photographs
Woodman, Frederick T. -- Photographs